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Text: 
        Sami Yusuf is a famous composer and singer of Islamic 
songs. He is a young tall thin man with straight dark hair and 
black eyes. He has got a thin moustache and a light beard.  
      Sami Yusuf was born on July 29th, 1980 in England. His 
father is a composer and a poet.  Sami learned to play 
different musical instruments at an early age. At the age of 
18, he got a scholarship to study music and composing at the Royal Academy of 
Music in London. There, he met famous composers and musicians. 
     Sami celebrated a lot of successful concerts in many countries such as: 
France, USA, Germany, Algeria............ . He has got six musical clips and some 
albums. He released his first album “Al-Mu’allim” in 2003 and his seventh one 
in 2016. 
 
Part one: 
Section one: Reading comprehension. 
   A/ Read the text then answer the following questions. (03Pts) 
          -When was Sami Yusuf born? 
          -Is his father a singer? 
          -Where did he study music and composing? 
B/ Choose a, b, c, or d to complete the following sentences. (02Pts) 
        - Sami Yusuf is.............................. 
                   a- an actor           b-a writer            c-a singer                    d-a painter 
        -He was born in............................ 
                 a- France                b-England            c-Germany                 d-Algeria 
        -He released his first album.......................years ago. 
             a- eleven                     b-Thirteen            c-Twelve                   d-Ten 
       -He got a scholarship at the age of......................... 
            a- Eighteen                  b-eight                   c-eighty                   d-Twenty-eight 
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C/ Match the word from column A with its equivalent/ opposite in column B. 
(02Pts)                    

                  A               B 
-famous 
-lots of 
-young 
-late 
 

-many 
-early 
-well-known 
-old 
-short 

Section Two: Mastery of language. 
  A/ Find in the text four verbs describing past actions. Complete the table. 
(02Pts)  
              

-Regular verbs -Irregular verbs 

1-........................ 
2-................................ 

1-................................. 
2-................................. 

 
 B/ Write the negative form. (01.5Pts) 
         -Walt Disney was a writer. 
        -Sami sings only in English. 
       -I went to Sami’s concert last year. 
C/ Reorder the following words to get correct sentences. (01.5Pts) 
     1/ film/ a/ Walt/ was/ famous/ Disney/ producer. 
    2/ long/ ago/ ?/ he/ did/ How/ die. 
    3/ wrote/ Mohamed Dib/ ago/ “L’incendie”/ years/ 62. 
D/ Classify the following verbs according to the pronunciation of their final 
“ed”. (02Pts). 
           -Published       -learned        -produced            -celebrated 

          /t/           /d/          /id/ 

1-.............................. 
2-............................... 

1-................................... 1-.......................... 

Part Two: Situation of integration. (06Pts) 
      “Mr Bean” is a famous comic actor and writer. Use the following 
information and write a short biography about him. 

 
-Name: Rowan Sebastian                         - Occupation: Comic actor/ writer 
-Surname: Atkinson                              - His work: 
-Date of birth: 06/01/1955                  - Write/ star in the BBC’s Not The 
-Place of birth: London                        nine O’clock News (1979) 
-Nationality: English                             - Other films: The ultimate Disaster  
-Nickname: “Mr Bean”                         Movie (1997) / Johnny English (2003) 
                                                                                           Keeping Mum (2005) 
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    2/ How long ago did he die?  
    3/ Mohamed Dib wrote “L’incendie” 62 years ago. 
  
D/ Classify the following verbs according to the pronunciation of their final 
“ed”. (02Pts). 
           -Published       -learned        -produced            -celebrated 

          /t/           /d/          /id/ 

1-Published 
2-produced 

1-learned 1-celebrated 

 
Part Two: Situation of integration. (06Pts)      

  -Criteria            Indicators 

 
Relevance 
 
 
Linguistic resources 
 
 
-Semantic coherence 

-The format: Write a paragraph (biography) 
-The Topic: Write about the life of “Mr Bean”. 
 
-Use of the past simple tense- regular: irregular verbs; 
-Vocabulary related to biography. 
-Prepositions: in –on   
 
-Ideas are well organized 
-sentences are meaningful and linked correctly. 
 

                                                                                                

 

 

         


